Early Reading at
Burley and Woodhead
CE Primary School

Overview
At Burley and Woodhead CE Primary School, we are committed to teaching our
pupils to become skilled readers who develop a comprehensive understanding of
words, language and texts as they move through school. They learn to read and
then read to learn. Through using a range of strategies, our aim is to ensure that
pupils develop a love of reading so that they can read for purpose and for pleasure. We provide pupils with a range of strategies in order to do this.
Reception

Year 1

Year 2

Letters &Sounds phonics programme
Daily (30 minutes +)
Small group reading sessions
3 times a week

Weekly

Whole class reading lessons
3 times a week

4 times a week

Individual reading books
Daily at home (20 minutes)
Story time
Daily 20 minutes

EYFS and KS1
For a child to enjoy reading, they need to be able to access texts at their level.
All individual and group reading books in reception and KS1 match the pupils’
phonic knowledge, ensuring all words can be decoded. In reception and year 1,
all pupils are involved in group reading sessions and whole class reading lessons three times a week. When the pupils enter year 2, group reading sessions
are reduced to once a week, however, whole-class reading lessons increase to
four times a week. Alongside this, all pupils have their own individual reading
book. This is matched closely with the pupil’s phonic knowledge and is taken
home every evening.

Phonics
Phonics
Systematic synthetic phonics is taught using the Letters and Sounds programme throughout reception
and year 1. This is used to ensure the pupils are taught new phonemes in a particular order using the four
part lesson format: revise, teach, practise and apply. Whole-class teaching takes place on a daily basis.
A new sound is taught daily using flashcards and some interactive resources. Every lesson also
incorporates speed writing of common exception and high frequency words.
Lessons are kept fast-paced and usually last no more than 30 minutes: this is to ensure that all pupils are
fully engaged and enjoying their phonics learning.
Formative assessment takes place during all phonics lessons, quickly identifying who has and has not
picked up a new sound, informing future planning. Summative assessment takes place half-termly.
Knowledge of each sound is checked, as well as the child being able to apply this when reading words.
Phonics does not stand alone at BWPS. We integrate this into many areas of the curriculum, referring
back to sounds and strategies wherever possible.
Pupils who are making slow progress are identified quickly and intervention is immediately put into place,
alongside the usual phonics teaching.
Phase 2 phonics teaching starts as soon as the pupils start full-time in reception. Phase 2 introduces 24
phonemes and we teach 4 a week. During this phase, we begin oral blending and segmenting before
moving on to blending and segmenting with letters. Phase 1 is ongoing through reception mainly in our
provision areas.
We then move on to teaching phase 3 which introduces more new sounds, most of which are digraphs
and trigraphs. By the end of phase 3, the pupils will know one way of writing down each of the 44
phonemes.
Once the pupils are secure in applying phase 3 sounds, we begin teaching phase 4. This continues to
consolidate phase 3 phonemes and teaches the pupils how to read and spell words with longer word
structures e.g. CCVC, CVCC & CCCVC.
In year 1, pupils continue their phonics learning as soon as they arrive, usually recapping the phase 3
digraphs and trigraphs. Phase 5 phonics is then taught from week 2 in September. Phase 5 phonics must
be covered by the end of the Spring term to ensure they have consolidation time before the screening
check in June.
Consistency is extremely important in our school. All resources, sound mats and flashcards are
the same in all classes to ensure children are solely focussing on their phonic understand with little
distraction. Interventions that take place also use the exact same resources .

Interventions
Interventions occur daily for those children who need more support with their phonic
understanding. The main interventions used through school are called ‘Win it’ and ‘Mix it up’
along with ’GPC Chart’ where necessary. Interventions last no more than 5 minutes and are
conducted in a quiet and clear space, distractions must be kept to a minimum in order for the
intervention to be as effective as possible. Teacher talk is kept to a minimum, this ensures the
child is solely focussing on their phonics understanding and nothing else. Modelling is key to all
interventions, this means little discussion is needed. Children are expected to mirror what has
just been shown. All these interventions are conducted on a one to one basis.
Win it
For those children who cannot remember their individual sounds.
Identify a few sounds that the child knows and choose one they do not know yet. Place your
finger on the card and trace the letter while saying the sound. It is important that the child sees
the adult looking closely at the sound in order to be able to identify what it is. Once the adult has
modelled this, slide the card across to the child asking them to have a go. Repeat this twice.
Once complete, place the card second in the pack, and go through the flashcards. If the child
gets the sound right, next time move the card further back in the pack. If the child gets it wrong,
repeat the first step again .

Mix it up
For those children who struggle to blend accurately.
Have a planned list of words appropriate to the phase that contain graphemes that the
child knows fluently – no more than three or four.
Make a word using the sound cards e.g. c—a—t. Place your finger under each sound, say the
sound and then swipe your finger from left to right saying the word. Push the cards across to the
child and ask them to have a go. Repeat this again. Once complete, mix the 3 cards up and
model the thinking process to spell the word cat. Select the correct grapheme and recreate the
word ‘cat’. Push the cards across to the child, mix them up and ask them to have a go. Next,
pick up all the cards and complete the process again . Give the cards to the child for them to
have a go.
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Interventions
GPC Chart
Use the assessment to identify the missing graphemes within the phase. Choose one grapheme to focus on per day. Then make a grapheme chart tailored
to the individual child.
Write the unknown graphemes at least twice per row in the
chart. Add in 3 graphemes that the child does know. Show
the unknown grapheme on a flashcard and trace the
sound whilst saying the sound. Now show the child where
this is on the chart. Ask the child to repeat this, point to the
same grapheme in different places on the chart. The next

Leading phonics and early reading
through school
All staff in school must be fully trained in the phonic programme they are delivering. All staff at
BWPS have had recent training in the Letters and Sounds phonics programme and are clear of
its progression through each year group. In order to keep our knowledge fresh and up to date,
we have weekly practice and coaching sessions led by the English Lead in school. During this
time, all staff from EYFS and KS1 gather to practise intervention activities, go through
terminology and discuss the lowest 20% in each year group. This is monitored closely using our
practice map. This document outlines the many different areas to be covered within the practice
and coaching sessions and enables us to track and monitor staff CPD in phonics and early
reading (see example below).
Regular phonic visits take place in KS1 and Reception by the headteacher, English Lead and
other members of staff. This is to ensure that all staff have the opportunity to watch one another
teach phonics, as well as allowing SLT to monitor coverage and consistency through school. We
have high expectations and aim for all children to keep up, not catch up.

Leading phonics and early reading
through school
Coverage at Burley & Woodhead is monitored closely. Below is our coverage chart.

Phonics at Burley & Woodhead Primary School
Reception

Start

Covered by

Phase 2

September

October half term

Phase 3

After October half term

Feb half term

Phase 4

Feb half term

End of year

At the end of Reception children should be ready to begin phase 5 in Year 1.
Year 1

Start

Covered by

Phase 5 a

September

October half term

Phase 5 b (alternative pronunciation)

After October half term

January

Phase 5 c ( alternative spelling)

January

Feb half term or Easter

Children need to have covered all of phase 5 no later than Easter to consolidate their learning.
Year 2

Start

Covered by

Phase 5 a, b and c

September

February

Phase 6

Integrated into English
curriculum

Reading books in EYFS and KS1
Individual and group reading books in the EYFS and KS1 progress according to their sound
content. Each book is placed into a phase corresponding with the Letters and Sounds
phonics programme used in school. In each phase, books progress by introducing new
sounds whilst also revisiting previously learnt sounds. Pupils’ reading books are chosen
according to their phonic ability. This is to ensure that all pupils can read the book rather than
having to sound out every single grapheme as the latter often results in reluctant readers.
In the front of each reading book, there is useful information for the reader and the listener.
Phonemes that will be covered in the book are there ready to be practised, as well as the
common exception and high-frequency words that are going to appear through the book.
Ideally, when pupils come across these words, they do not need to sound out and should
read them straight away. It also informs pupils and whomever is listening to them, which
words cannot be decoded because they are common exception words and do not follow
phonic patterns.
At the back of each reading book, there are specific questions linked with various reading
skills. This is something we really encourage to ensure the child has a good understanding of
what they have just read and this also supports parents with their questioning.

Early Reading

Group reading
In order for pupils to apply their phonic knowledge, they read in small groups, with an adult,
three times a week. At BWPS, we create an ethos whereby books are enjoyed and the pupils
are enthusiastic about their learning. The children are grouped based upon their current
phonic knowledge. The class teacher carefully selects the book. Over the course of the week,
the groups read their book three times, each time focussing on a different aspect of reading.
All groups are reading with their adult at the same time.
Before we open the book, we:


Read the graphemes that will be
covered in the book,



Look at the common exception
words and remind the pupils about
what they say,



Make a connection with the book:
have we read anything like this
before? Has anyone been to a farm
before? I wonder if we are going to
enjoy this book? Why?

Weekly group reading plan
Read 1

Decoding the book

Monday

Pupils use their phonic knowledge to decode the words on the pages. The
focus is solely on this rather than comprehension and understanding.
Reading for speed / fluency

Read 2
Tuesday

Read 3
Wednesday

This is another opportunity for the pupils to apply their phonic knowledge but
slightly quicker. Pupils should recognise some of the words the second time
round. Adults should model prosody (intonation, expression, pausing and
phrasing) when they read and children apply this skill.
Comprehension
This time, the pupils read the book again but, by now, they are quite familiar
with the words. We ask the pupils what they think about what is happening
as they read: do they understand what they are reading?

Individual reading
Pupils are individually assessed on their phonics knowledge and a book is assigned to them to
read at home. We try to ensure that each child is reading a book that is accessible for them at
their level, so that the child can read it and enjoy it.
The books are changed on a Tuesday and Friday. Our aim is to ensure enough time is given for
all pupils to revisit the aspects covered in their three reading sessions in school: decoding,
fluency and comprehension. We want the child to read the book over and over again, allowing
them to increase in confidence and therefore increasing the level of enjoyment. We then expect
the pupils to have some understanding of what they have read. Parents meetings through the
year share how this can be done effectively at home.

Books in EYFS/Y1 reading scheme
We have a range of different publishers throughout our reading scheme. Each book is checked
and placed into our phase progression. We do not follow any levelling, banding or colour systems that the publishers may use. Instead, we group our books according to their phonic content. All books are placed into a phase closely linked with our Letters and Sounds phonics programme. This ensures that the phoneme/grapheme content progresses through the reading
scheme.
All reading books are fully decodable up to the end of phase 5.
Our publishers:

Phase



Collins Big Cat Phonics



Rising Stars Rocket Phonics



Oxford Reading Tree (decodable books only)

Coverage

Phase 2

Phase 2

s, a, t, p, i, n

s, a, t, p, I, n,
m, d

Pat it

Pip Pip Pip

Book titles

Phase 2

s, a, t, p, i. n.
m, d, g, o, c, k

Phase 2

Phase 2

s, a, t, p, i. n. m,
d, g, o, c, k

s, a, t, p, i. n. m,
d, g, o, c, k, e, u

Not the Cat

Sit in It

Tip it

Cat Kit

On the Dot

Dip In

Map Man

Sit and Sip

Cam and Tam

Sip It Dip It Tap it

Sip it

Sid the Kid

Sad Tig

Pit Pat! Tip Tap!

The Mat

No Gas

Pam Naps

Dig in the Pit

Pip and the Map

Lots of Nuts
Get the Rat

Mop it

Phase 2
s, a, t, p, i. n. m, d, g, o,
c, k, u, r, h, b, ff, l, e, ck,
f, ll, ss

Phase 2

Phase 2

ck, e, u, l, ll, b, r, h,
ss, f

ck, e, u, l, ll, b, r, h,
ss, f

Bad Luck dad

Run a Lap

Bad Luck, Duck!

Dig it

The Red Bag

The Mess

Pop Pop Pop!

The Egg

Top Dogs

Mog and Mim

Bugs in Bed

Hot Dogs

Big Red Ed

Miss Red

Up on Deck

I Miss Mum

Some more of our books
Phase 3
j, w, x, y, z, qu, v

Phase 3

Phase 3

j, w, x, y, z, qu, v, zz

v, ch, sh, ng, j, th,
qu, x, y, z, w

Lots to Spot

The Zip

In the Forest

Gran’s Grin

Posh Shops

Stop, Zebra!

The Tricks Tent

Bang the Gong

Ants in the Pants

Cob’s Web

Jack

The Best Nest

Picnic on Windmill rock

Quiz

Jam Muffins

A Robin’s Eggs

Jamila’s Test

Phase 3
j, w,z qu, sh, th, ng,
x, zz, ch, y
Zip and Zigzag

Phase 3

Phase 3

ch, sh, th, ai, ee, oa, oo,
igh, ng

Fantastic Yak

The Flat

In the Fish Tank

Dress Up!

This is My Kit

Tanya Gets a Gift

Big Mud Run

Bug in the Bath
Lost!

ch, sh, th, ng, ai, ee,
igh, oa, oo

Phase 3

ee, oo, or, oa, ar,
igh, oo, er, ow, ear,

In the Fish Tank

Pink Boat, Pink Car

Max in Goal

A Bee on a Lark

Zigzag Zebra

Wow Cow!

Sasha Snail’s Trip

Look at Them Go

Chimpanzees

Get Set For Fun

Boatman Ben and the
Fish

It Is Hidden

Crash, Bang, Boom!
Phase 3

Phase 3

Phase 3/4

ee, oo, ai, igh, or, ur, ow, oi, air,
ure, er, ar, or, ear

ar, er, ow, ear, ur, ure, oi, or, air

ch, sh, th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oo, ar,
ur, ow, er

Silver Foil Rocket

Baxter visits Bow Wow

A Bark in the Night

Cow on the Roof

Fun in the Garden

Helen Sharman

Barn Owls

All Year Long

A Cool Summer

Yasha Baba

At the Market

The Pot of Oats

Queen’s Maid

The Looking Glass

Eggs on Toast
How to Spot an Otter
Tusks
Maps
Jump on, Jump Off!
Athletics
The Rainforest at Night

Some more of our books
Phase 4

Phase 5

Phase 5

Phase 5

ea, e-e, wh, ai, a-e, ie, ie,, ow, oa, o-e,

wh, ay, a-e, ey, ie, i-e, oe,
ph, ea, ow, o-e

ai, ay, a-e, eigh, ey, ea,
ew, i-e, f, ph, u, ch, ou,
oy, wh

How the ear Can Hear

The Stone Troll

The Hidden Lagoon

The Foolish, Timid
Rabbit

The Imps and the Bootmaker

The Bean

From the Top

Aladdin and the Lamp

Stunt Jets

Goldilocks Has Chicken
Pox

ft, nd, pr, nt, st, spl, gr,
lp, mp
The Best Vest Quest

The Queen’s Garden
Party

Town Under Attack
Help Me, Teacher!

The Diving Contest

Shopping Mischief

World Book Day

Out of the Pond

In the Desert

Come Visit a Croft
Painting Fun
Phase 5
or, u-e, ew, u, ue, ir,
ear, or, oy, ou, aw

Pirate Gold!
Superstar Sleepover

Phase 5

Phase 5

u-e, ew, ue, oor, oar,
our, augh, al, aw,
oul, ou, are, or, oy,
ir, ear, eer, u

ue, ew, ou, oul, oy, our, aw,
al, ear, are, ue, u, ir, augh,
ore

Punk-Zel

The Elf and the Bootmaker

I’m Not Scared

How to Draw Cat and Dog

The Water Serpent

Where Did My Dingo Go?

Football Stickers

Bear Spotting

The Nightingale
Bella and the Beast

Phase 5

The Equator
Smart Gadgets
Noisy Neesha

How Not to be Eaten
Monster Treat

igh, i-e, I, ai, a-e, ay, ey,
e, ea, ar, a, or, aw, al, ow,
ou, ee, ea, oo, ue, ui, u-e,
ew, oa, o, o-e, ur, ir, or,
ear, I, y, oi, oy, air, are,
ere, u, o-e

Beetles Around the World
Disaster Duck
Watch Out Nebit!

Phase 5
ch, ci, st, sc, ge, gi, dge, ie,
kn, tch, ssion, ce, mb, ea, w,
y
Alien School
My New Glasses
The Class Show
The Magic Boots
The Space Station
The Knitting Giant
The Celebration Assembly

Phase 5

Phase 5/6

ce, st, tion, ea, ture, cial, dge,
ge, gi, sc, sion, tion, le, ci, cy,
ch, y, kn, wr

n, kn, r, wr, s, c, ce, sc, sh, ti, ci,
si

Tiddalick

Space Science

The Big Cake Mix-Up!

Living Fossils

So You Want to Be a Footballer?

The Dragon King’s Daughter

Leo the Lion Keeper

Jake and Jen in the Tomb of Ice

Nibble, Nosh and Gnasher

Big Questions

Our journey so far
Below is an outline of our journey so far in developing our EYFS/KS1 reading scheme. This is still a
work in progress, we are constantly reviewing and making changes.
We started our journey with many old, unattractive books including several that were not decodable. Our
scheme was separated into each year groups classrooms, which often made changing books more of a
challenge. We decided we needed a central space with all our individual reading books in.
So we:


Went through all the books and identified those we were keeping and those we were donating.



Reorganised what we decided to keep and looked at our gaps.



Invited many publishers into school to find out what else was out there and asked many questions.



Ensured that all books were fully decodable and not just partly decodable.



Chose our decodable books and purchased new books .



When the books arrived, we ordered them according to their phonic content and labelled up the
boxes.



During this process, we informed parents that the scheme was being developed so book changes
may not be as smooth as normal.



Once the scheme was up and running, we invited parents in to look at the new books and suggested ways these could be used at home. E.g. replicating the three reads completed in school at
home.

From start to finish this process took around 2 months, whilst being a full time class teacher.

The advice on the next page has been developed by English Hub specialists and highlights some useful
questions to consider when selecting books.

English Hub advice
Key principles for phonics and application to reading books
It is essential to have a clear order for teaching phonics that is consistent in the school.
The phonic progression of the decodable readers needs to match the phonics progression of the programme being used. These books should introduce new grapheme phoneme correspondences
(GPCs) in the same order as the teaching programme. The progression within the books should
be cumulative so children can practise GPCs they have already learned earlier in the programme.
Ensure that decodable words and Common Exception Words are taught before the children read the
book for the first time.
It is worth considering decodable books that are labelled as: phonics books, fully decodable or linked
to Letters and Sounds.
Avoid books that make links to phonics but are not fully decodable. They may have some decodable
words within them; however, they are often have a mixed approach that does not provide a clear
progression and will not support the children’s growing phonic knowledge.
Avoid books which are not decodable and use the ‘whole language’ approach and the outdated
searchlights model (where a repetitive sentence structure is used, which encourages ‘guessing’
strategies to work out unknown words).
Books should be matched to the children’s secure phonic knowledge, so they can read at 90%+ fluency— enabling them to transfer and apply their phonic knowledge.
Advice to consider when selecting books to ensure they are decodable

1

2

Advice

Notes

Points to consider

Choose books that match the
phonic progression of the systematic synthetic phonics
teaching programme that is
being used by the school.

Different decodable readers follow
different phonic progressions.

Do all staff know the
phonic progression of
the programme they are
teaching?

Choose books that have a cumulative phonic progression.
Ensure the books review and
practise GPCs from earlier levels and the GPCs the children
are currently learning.
Do not choose books that
have GPCs the children have
not been taught.

3

Choose books that gradually
become more complex and
longer in length.

Match the books that the children
will practise reading with to the
teaching progression. It may be possible to rearrange the book order to
do this.
If a specific programme such as
Read Write Inc. or Floppy Phonics is
used, books purchased need to exactly match that programme’s phonic progression.
When assessing books look for a
chart that shows progression of the
GPCs. Books should not include
GPCs that the children haven’t met
yet e.g. /ee/ y in a book with Phase
3 graphemes.
If following the Letters and Sounds
Phases, early books Phase 2 should
not have adjacent consonants except for plurals.
The length and word count in the
books should increase gradually.
A sudden increase in complexity and
length in the books will increase
cognitive load and could lead to diminished success.

Children need to be introduced to blending
words with adjacent consonants before they apply this in the decodable
books.

4

Ensure books include sentences (except for very early
books).

Make sure the books practise
5

a small number of ‘exceptions’
words, but these should be
ones already taught as part of
the programme
Avoid books with too many
‘exceptions’ words especially
at the early levels.

At the earliest stages, the text in decodable books may not be in full
sentences due to the limited number
of graphemes covered.
Children do need to practise reading in books with sentences as soon
as possible.
These are the Common Exception
Words/ Tricky words.
Letters and Sounds Tricky Words:
Phase 2: the to I no go into
Phase 3: he she we me be was you
they all are my her
Phase 4: said have like so do some
come were there little one when out
what
Phase 5: oh their people Mr Mrs
looked called asked could
National Curriculum
Appendix 1 Spelling: Year 1
the, a, do, to, today, of, said, says,
are, were, was, is, his, has, I, you,
your, they, be, he, me, she, we, no,
go, so, by, my, here, there, where,
love, come, some, one, once, ask,
friend, school, put, push, pull, full,
house, our – and/or others, according to the programme used.

6

Think carefully about books
that include non-decodable
words e.g. challenge words/
topic words.
Avoid books that use these
words at the early stages.
Avoid books more than 3 or 4
challenge words in them.

7

8

Ensure books with challenge
words offer repeated practise
of these words.
Choose high quality books
which are engaging and link to
the children’s interests and
experiences.
Choose books which are easy
for a beginner reader to read
and navigate.
Avoid books at the early stages with too many design features on a page.

Ensure these are
flagged up in the teacher
notes so they can be
reviewed before the child
reads the book.

These books are not fully decodable.
The amount of non-decodable words
within the book. More than 3 or 4 will
put unnecessary cognitive load upon
the reader, which must be avoided.
It is a priority that children practise
reading words using their phonic
knowledge rather than remembering
words or guessing them.

Books should have
some Tricky Words /
Common Exception
Words. Children need to
practise these words in
context, so they can become fluent readers.

Tricky Words / Common
Exception Words should
be introduced incrementally and have been
taught in the phonics
lesson before being
practised in the book.
Check the nondecodable words are
clearly identified in
teacher notes, so they
can be practised/taught
before the child reads
them in the text.

It is important to invest in
these books as they are
the first books with which
children practise their
Check readability: Look for clear font
and uncluttered pages that help a
beginner reader.

8

9

Choose books which are easy
for a beginner reader to read
and navigate.
Avoid books at the early stages with too many design features on a page.
Choose books that have a
simple assessment that
matches children’s secure
phonic knowledge to the correct level book.

Check readability: Look for clear font
and uncluttered pages that help a
beginner reader.

Look for a chart that shows progression of GPCs, so they can easily be
matched to the school’s current assessment.

Ensure that staff know
the books well and can
match the books to the
children’s secure phonic
knowledge confidently.
Children should be able
read the matched level
of books at 90%+ fluency – so they can transfer
and apply their phonic
knowledge whilst reading the book.

Charlotte Raby

Reading Consultant and author

Rachel Davis

National Leader of Education

Please note this is only a small part of our reading provision at Burley Woodhead. We strongly encourage
pupils to develop a love of reading through accessing our class and school libraries, where they will take
out non-decodable books to enjoy with each other and parents. We do make it clear though that these
books will not be fully decodable and they are not used to practise reading skills, such as decoding and
prosody. Whole class reading sessions and English lessons are led by a wide range of books from fantastic authors, which our pupils love.

We have further booklets in school which explain our whole school approach to reading, from EYFS to
Year 6.

If you have any questions or would like to discuss early reading in your school, please get in touch via the
email below.
englishhub@burleywoodhead.com

Storytime
To develop a love of reading, we promote high quality texts during daily English lessons and storytime.

Storytime planning


Plan a bank of high quality stories which will be read over the course of the half term



Teach new vocabulary in the context of the story



Use storytime as a time to develop pleasure in listening to stories, not an extra “comprehension”
time

Choosing the right book


The book elicits a response: curiosity, anger, excitement, enjoyment, amusement, interest



Has a strong narrative



Extends vocabulary (but not too many new words at once)



Connects with something they know / we’re teaching



Has intriguing illustrations

Reading aloud
Before reading aloud to the class, the adult reading:


Plans the voice they will use for the narrator and each main character



Decides how they will use expression—including pauses to build anticipation



Considers the asides they will use to show their reactions—facial expressions and quick comments



Plans how to give meaning to new vocabulary—a short explanation or how to vocally colour a word
to give it meaning



Decides the special emphasis they will give to the “favourite phrases”.

The same book is read a number of times to build familiarity and understanding. Once the book has
been used in storytime, it goes into the class library for children to borrow and “read” for themselves.

Storytime texts
Here are some of the storytime texts used in EYFS and KS1.
Reception
Bumble The Little Bear with BIG Ideas—Marni McGee
I Like Bees, I don’t like honey! - Sam Bishop and Fiona Lumbers
365 Penguins—Jean-Luc Fromental
The Emperor’s Egg—Martin Jenkins
One Day on Our Blue Planet .. In the Savannah—Ella Bailey
How the Elephant got his Trunk—Rudyard Kipling
Almost Anything—Sophie Henn
The Bear Who Went Boo! - David Walliams
Year 1
The squirrels who squabbled– Rachel Bright
Iris and Isaac– Catherine Rayner
Hansel and Gretel– Bethan Woolvin
The Smeds and Smoos– Julia Donaldson
The way back home– Oliver Jeffers
You’re called what?!- Kes Gray
Wild– Emily Hughes
The Lion Inside– Rachel Bright
Year 2
The Real Boat - Marina Aromshtam
The Hodgeheg - Dick King Smith
The Owl Who Was Afraid of the Dark - Jill Tomlinson
The Way Back Home - Oliver Jeffers
The Bear and the Piano - David Litchfield
Emily and the Elephant books - Cressida Cowell
The Day the Crayons Quit - Oliver Jeffers
The Dark - Lemony Snicket
The Pencil - Allan Ahlberg
A Busy Day (poem) - Michael Rosen
I don’t want to go up to bed (poem) - John Kitching
A Planet Full of Plastic - Neal Layton
Tree - Britta Teckentrap

Sandholme Drive, Burley-in-Wharfedale, LS29 7RQ
Tel: 01943 862739
Contact: office@burleywoodhead.com
www.burleywoodhead.com
Twitter: @Burleywoodheadp
@BWEnglishhub

